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 This academic piece of the paper illustrates an approach of organizing sports 
matches to be as a tool of sports schedule maker via a proposed hybrid 
Monkey search algorithm by doubles elimination tournament. Input are a set 
of teams represented by monkeys. It states that the natural behavior of 
monkeys and its climbing to obtain (solution) through uphill (climbing), 
watch-jumping, and somersault process. The parameters in the climb were 
represented by whether or not sports team won. The distribution of the teams, 

whether in the upper or the lower half, represented in the watch-jumping by 
mathematical equations, in addition to representing the variables in 
somersault process. The consequences behind the suggested algorithm used 
have tackled steps to reach an optimal schedule for a variety of teams for the 
same championship. The team cannot play more than two consecutive 
matches with the condition of starting with a random population of feasible 
solutions. The performance of the presented algorithm was very well through 
providing a flexible and easy organization of sports matches without using 

classic or manual routine. Furthermore, the search space reduced so that can 
give a guarantee to achieve a globally optimum solution. The software 
platform was MATLAB m-files. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The term "monkey search algorithm" term was first coined via Mucherino and Seref in 2007. In 
detail, it is a metaheuristic for global optimization and type of swarm intelligence algorithms. This route was 

inspired by the simulation of mountain-climbing processes in its search for food. When the monkey starts 

climbing a different new mountain for the first time, it can only arbitrarily select the mountain's paths, as it 

has no previous mountain experience. Monkey search incorporates principles and techniques from other 

meta-heuristic approaches such as the genetic algorithm approach and the colony of ant. The mechanisms of 

the Monkey hunt algorithm are summarized in find solution, fitness function identification, initialization 

process, climbing procedure, watch-jump practice, somersault process, and finalization or termination [1-7]. 

The initial games to be played and the rules for pairing the winners in the subsequent games define 

tournaments. The number of rounds in a tournament is the maximum number of matches that must be played 

by each of the teams to win the tournament. A bye occurs around when a team does not play. A classic 

tournament is a tournament where a power of two is the number of teams and no byes are given. There are 
two brackets in double-elimination tournaments the winning bracket where the competition continues 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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similarly as in a bracket and the losing bracket where the bracket losers are mapped into a new knockout 

tournament. The loser's bracket tournament is held after (or concurrently) with the end of the winners' 

bracket. The losers 'bracket champion faces (possibly again) the winners' bracket champion (the bracket 

winner) the winner of this final match is the overall tournament winner in a deterministic setting. One of the 

ways to organize sports matches is a double loss of the team. The double loss of the team is characterized by 

the fact that the joint team is forced to play until it loses twice [8-10]. Figure 1 illustrated the tournament for 

4 teams. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Example of tournament for 4 teams 

 

 

The intention behind this research was to recommend a Monkey fusion search algorithm to 

organize sports matches. This hybridization algorithm relies on the search algorithm for Monkey with the 
suggested steps to arrange sports matches. Hybridization is known as a phase of development in 

optimization techniques in which machinists from a certain algorithm are shared with other proposed steps 

to efficiently produce the optimal solution and achieve better results. Our search space in the proposed 

algorithm is n! (factorial). The number n represents the number of sports teams or the number of monkeys. 

This will result in a large search space because each team has several positions in series with other teams. 

This gives a broad possibility of one team position’s odds relative to other team’s positions. 

This work is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces artificial intelligence with meta-heuristic, 

monkey search algorithms, and sports matches. The experimental set-up, solution representation, and 

overview of the proposed algorithm are shown in Section 3. Section 4 addressed the proposed algorithm 

with the flow chart and the numerical experimental results. Section 5 outlines the results of these 

conclusions. 
 

 

2. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE WITH META-HEURISTIC 

In the first place, Fred Glover [11] proposed the word ' meta-heuristic.' It is called the overall 

strategic approach at the highest level that can direct other heuristics in searching for reasonable solutions in 

domains, particularly when the task is classified as complex work. One of the best methods for "good 

enough/fast enough/cheap enough" solutions is meta-heuristic [12].  

Meta-heuristic algorithms are methods that are used to solve combination problems to achieve 

optimal/sub-optimal solutions that decrease errors. Given these types of algorithms (meta-heuristic) being 

easy to solve combinatorial optimization problems and finding local/global solutions, in some cases there is 

no guarantee of achieving an optimal solution. One of these algorithms is the Tabu search process that has 

the advantage of avoiding a return to the previous solution in each iteration. Alkallak and Sha'ban highlighted 
a structure or methodology to solve the Traveling salesman problem with the help of the Tabu search 

algorithm [13, 14]. One of the meta-heuristic algorithms is an optimization of the Ant colony [15]. Alkallak 

[16] proposed a hybrid algorithm to interfere with assignment problems of the Hungarian method with Ant 

colony optimization to solve the assignment problem. The simulated annealing is a global heuristic 

technique, that aims to avoid falling into local optimal by accepting unwanted results when specific function 

conditions are satisfied. Alkallak & Sha'ban succeeded in producing several possible solutions through the 

Spanning tree problem algorithm with simulated annealing in an undirected tree graph [17]. However, the 

Cuckoo search algorithm is inspired by meta-heuristic to solve other problems of combinatorial optimization 

as the N-Queens problem via Alkallak's proposed hybridization algorithm [18, 19]. Mosquito swarm 

algorithm is another meta-heuristics algorithm. To solve one of the problems of combinatorial optimization, 

it is a bio-inspired algorithm. Mosquito swarms algorithm was a fortunate knapsack problem solving by 
Sha'ban & Alkallak [20]. They adapted steps of the Mosquito swarms algorithm depend on the behavior of 

the mosquito. The role of the hybrid is clear in solving optimization problems such as the Knight tour 

problem by the Sudoku grid [21]. Simultaneously, the researcher Alkallak pointed to the role of the Magic 

square, especially of odd order as three to construct the Sudoku grid [22]. Certain meta-heuristic forms are a 

genetic algorithm to solve problems of optimization as a problem of scheduling. Alkallak & Sha'ban 
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addressed the genetic algorithm in scheduling independent tasks for multiprocessors by proposed heuristic 

Genetic algorithm [23] and with dependent tasks for multiprocessors [24].  

 

2.1.   Monkey search algorithm  
The monkey search algorithm is a nature-inspired optimization scheme. It can be considered as one 

of the recent swarm intellect algorithms which simulate the behavior of monkeys. It impersonators the 

process in which monkeys climb mountains to reach the uppermost point. The climbing method consists of 

three processes: climbing route, watch-jump +practice, and somersault process. What occurs in the climbing 
process, the monkey explores the search field or space, this means that the monkey searches about the local 

group's finest solution. While the second process which is watch-jump can allow the monkey to search for 

new different solutions with goal values that will be higher than the present ones. Then, the somersault 

process begins with the monkey search for new points in other search domains to discover and reach better 

solutions and to avoid getting trapped at local optimal. Monkeys can somersault across a certain pivot, the 

pivot is created according to a center of mass of present places coordinates of all monkeys around. Finally, 

termination condition getting started, the Monkey search algorithm continues running till there is no further 

development in the cost of the fitness function is acquired [1-7].  

 

2.2.   Sport matches 

A tournament is a rule defining how to compare the teams to determine a champion. To win a double-

elimination tournament, a team must either win all of its games in the winning tournament or win all of its 
remaining games after losing one game. The double-elimination tournament appeared by winning the winner's 

tournament and beating the loser's tournament champion, or winning the winner's tournament, losing to the 

loser's tournament champion, and then beating the loser's tournament champion, or winning the loser's 

tournament and beating the winner's tournament champion twice [8-10]. The method of double loss of the 

team is characterized by the team is allowed to play until losing twice. Some teams play and others wait. The 

total number of matches equals twice the number of teams minus one. The number of teams that will be 

waiting for matches equals to next power of two of the number of teams minus the number of teams. The 

number of teams that will be playing matches equals the number of teams minus waiting matches. If the 

number of waiting teams is even, then they shall be distributed equally. If the number of waiting teams is odd, 

then the teams distributed as follows: 

a) In the Upper half, (𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚 𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑜𝑟 +  1) /2. 
b) In the lower half, (𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚 𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 −  1) /2 [25]. 

 

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The search has some properties or attributes matching the monkey search algorithm similar to the 

climbing process, the team discovers the search space, which means the team searches the local optimum 

solution and each team has a level. This level interprets the position of the team. In the watch-jump process, 

the team looks for alternative solutions with a new objective value higher than the obtained solutions through 

two candidate teams randomly selected to play the match by using random function. In the somersault process, 

the team attempt to find new points in other domains to achieve healthier solutions and avoid being trapped at 
local optimal. Teams can somersault around a pivot which is generated a based number of waiting matches of 

all teams. In the termination condition, the proposed algorithm rules will be continuously applied without 

stopping till no obtained improvement in the value of the cost of fitness function this means that we have the 

winning team. The research initializes the parameters as follows: 

a) The number of monkeys (the number of teams) denoted by M, (number of teams arbitrary). 

b) Population size and the number of positions for all (teams) denoted by M! 

c) the number total matches or number of mountain equivalent number climb denoted by NC as in the 

calculation:𝑁𝐶 = 2 ∗ (𝑀 − 1)  

d) At the most number of matches for each team equivalent step length by:  
e) 1 ≤ 𝑎 ≤ (𝑁𝐶 2⁄ )  

f) Number of positions for each team denoted by M!/M as a vector labeled   𝑥𝑖 = (𝑥𝑖1  , 𝑥𝑖2, … … . . 𝑥𝑖𝑀)   

- The position will be employed to represent a solution to the problem. 

g) The number of teams that will be waiting matches denoted by Wt, as Wt = next power of two of the 

number of teams - M. 

h) The number of teams that will be playing matches denoted by Pt= M- Wt. 

i) Record the local solution for the winning team with the expected teams. Record the losing team with 

the losers. 
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3.1.   Representation of solution and description the proposed algorithm   

In this research, to represent the Monkey search algorithm to organize sports matches by describing 

the components of the proposed algorithm in details as follows: 

 

3.1.1. Initial population 

Initialization of the proposed algorithm possible solutions are generated randomly. The number of 

monkeys is (number of teams). The number of mountains is the total number of sports matches. However, 

sports match problem, have 𝑀! cases of possibilities. Each team has 𝑀! ∕ 𝑀 cases of possibilities because each 

team has several positions, where each team does not know where the position within the teams. So, for the 
team, we randomly choose the samples. These positions are different. Also, at this initialization, for each step, 

two innovative solutions are produced that one team selects to own a sports match or not. 

 

3.1.2. Climb process 

Climbing is running gradually to vary the monkey's position (team's position) differs from the current 

to new ones to improve the objective function. In this process, we used a vector to assign the level or position 

for each team. In the beginning, the level is zero for each team as [0, 0, .0]. Furthermore, when one team wins 

the sports match, the level of the winning team will increase by one. Otherwise, the level of the losing team 

will be reduced. Resulting in this will be an adjustment in the objective function as well as the team's position 

will be changed. To choose any team to play a random vector will be generated. To determine  ∆𝑥𝑖𝑗  by: 

 

  ∆𝑥𝑖𝑗 = {
   +1      ; 𝐼𝑓 𝑎 𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑠 

−1              ; 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
} 

 

In the vector    𝑥𝑖 = (𝑥𝑖1  , 𝑥𝑖2, … … . . 𝑥𝑖𝑀)  the level contained positive value, or negative value, or 

zero. The step length of the climbing procedure i s  calculated by the number of matches for each 
team, at most, step length or parameter a = (number of matches for each team) /2. 

 

3.1.3. Watch-jump process 

The winner looks at whether there is another team for a sports match. If the answer yes, it will be 

jumping there from the position that monkey being there and then repeat the climbing process until it grasps 

the end of the sports matches. The new solution progresses in the objective function. If we have the number of 

waiting teams, then the teams are distributed depending on the eyesight or parameter b of the watch-jump 

process. If the number of waiting teams is even, then the number of teams in the upper half and lower half 

equaled. Otherwise, if the number of waiting teams is odd, Therefore, the value of eyesight is determined by 

+1 or -1 in the below equations that belong to locate the upper or lower team then as follows: 

a) Number of teams in upper half  = (𝑊𝑡 + 1) ∕ 2  

b) Number of teams in lower half   = (𝑊𝑡 − 1) ∕ 2   

 

3.1.4. Somersault process 

As a result of repetitions of both climbing and the watch-jumping processes, each team can find its 

local solution. In somersault to find out new search domain. In this research, sports matches with double 

dotting as the loser being eliminated twice. We have the losing teams, those teams will do a somersaulting 

process along around the pivot direction, which is equally as follows: 

 

𝑃𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡 =  𝑎 
 

In the general Monkey, the search algorithm contains the somersault interval as [c..d]. In this 

research, if c equaled 2, then the team is canceled because the team loosed twice. Moreover, the somersault 

interval will be valued as [1..d]. The interval [1..d] represented for each losing team. If the team had a level as 

2, then the team out of the challenge, because sports matches with double dotting as the loser is eliminated 

twice. Here, the parameter d value equals the number of waiting teams plus the number of teams to be playing. 

We represent it as follows: 

𝑐 =  2; For each team lose twice. 

𝑑 = 𝑤𝑡 + 𝑃𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡  
 

3.1.5. Termination condition 

In the termination state, the proposed algorithm continues running until the winning team is obtained. 
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4. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
Below, the hybrid proposed Monkey search algorithm to organize sports matches as follows: 

Part I: Initialization  

Step1: Initialization for the number of monkeys (the number of teams) denoted by M. 

Calculate population size is M!, by 𝑀!  =  𝑀 ∗ (𝑀 − 1) ∗ (𝑀 − 2) ∗ … . .1. 
the number of teams arbitrary 

Step2: Compute the total number of sports matches or  𝑁𝐶 = 2 ∗ (𝑀 − 1).  
𝑊𝑡 = the number multiplier two closest to the number of teams - M. 

𝑃𝑡 = 𝑀 − 𝑊𝑡; the number of teams to be playing.  

Step3: Assign level to each team. At first, the level is zero, through vector  

 𝑥𝑖𝑗 =  (𝑥𝑖1, 𝑥𝑖2, …  𝑥𝑖𝑛). 
Part II: Climb process 

Step4: While   (𝑁𝐶)  DO 

Step5:  𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟  𝑎 =  𝑃𝑡 /2 
Here, at the beginning we have a matrix called flag, to represent the status of each  

team of the number of times lost whose values are zeros. Matrix called x contains 

winning teams in each climb. Matrix called y contain losing teams in each climb. 

Step6: Generate a new sports match randomly from two teams. 

Step7: Update the level of the winning team by +1 in Vector  𝑥𝑖𝑗 =  (𝑥𝑖1, 𝑥𝑖2, …  𝑥𝑖𝑁𝐶).  
Also, update the level of losing team by -1 in Vector 𝑖𝑗 =  (𝑥𝑖1, 𝑥𝑖2, …  𝑥𝑖𝑁𝐶). Record the local 

solution for the winning team in x  and record the losing team with the losers in y with an update flag. 

Part III: Watch-Jump Process 

Step8: IF  𝑊𝑡 >= 1 Then calculate eyesight (parameter  b) as follows: 
IF  𝑊𝑡 𝑖𝑠 𝑜𝑑𝑑 then b has   

             upper half  = (𝑊𝑡 + 1) ∕ 2        

              lower half   = (𝑊𝑡 − 1) ∕ 2 

  Else     b =Wt/2  
  End 

Else 
          End.  

Part IV: Climb process 

Part V: Somersault Process 

Step9:   Calculate Pivot⟶ 𝑃𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡 = 𝑎 

Step10: IF   𝑊𝑡 <>  0 then  𝑑 = 𝑊𝑡 +  𝑃𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡 

Step11: For i=1:d 

Step12:  𝒄 = Assign the level of losing team in Vector     𝑥𝑖𝑗 =  (𝑥𝑖1, 𝑥𝑖2, …  𝑥𝑖𝑃𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡). 

Step13: IF   𝑐 =  2 Then the team is bye. 
Step14: Else 

Step15:  Generate a new sports match by randomly of two teams,  

Step16: 𝑀 =the number of teams in matrix 𝑥, update 𝑊𝑡, 𝑃𝑡.   

Step17:  GoTo Part II 

Step18:  End. End. End 

Step19:  Print the winning team. 

 

4.1.   Flow chart for proposed algorithm 

Flowchart of hybrid proposed monkey search algorithm for organizing sports matches as shown in 

Figure 2. 

 

4.2.   Experimental Result 

Below example illustrated hybrid proposed Monkey search algorithm to organize sports matches with 7 

monkeys (7 teams) as follows: 

Part I   Initialization 

Number of monkeys (number of teams) 𝑀 =  7. Population size is =(5040). NC =12 . Step length or 

parameter 𝑎 =  6. For Monkey1 (team1) the positions may be one of these positions 

(𝑥11, 𝑥12, 𝑥13, 𝑥14, 𝑥15, 𝑥16, 𝑥17). each monkey (team) had 7 positions. Below, Figure 3 contains positions 

for each team. We generated randomly the positions. In this Figure, We assumed sequence number 1 to 

represent the position of each team as 𝑀1 𝑀2 𝑀3 𝑀4 𝑀5 𝑀6 𝑀7, from Figure 3 to Figure 11 illustrated the 

steps of the solution graphically. 𝑊𝑡 = 1, 𝑃𝑡 = 6, Eyesight (b ) as follows:  

The number of teams in the 𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑓  =  1, Number of teams in the 𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑓  =  0. 
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Part II   Climb Process   

Figure 4 illustrated the climbing process by 𝑎 = 6, 𝑀2 with 𝑀3 will be played, 𝑀4 with 𝑀5 will be 

played, 𝑀6 with 𝑀7 will be played while 𝑀1 is waiting. 

Part III Watch–jump Process  

Counter of winner =3, Counter of losing =3. The number of matches is 3. Here, 𝑖𝑓 3 < 12 then 

execute Watch–jump Process. While the losing team, 𝑀 = 3, 𝑊𝑡 = 1, and 𝑃𝑡 = 2. As for Eyesight (b ) an 

equal number of teams in the 𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑓  =  1, number of teams in 𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑓  0. 
Generate new sports match randomly of two teams. 

Part IV: Climb process  

The climb repeated to prepare the somersault. Figure 5 illustrated the climbing process through 

𝑊𝑡 = 1, 𝑃𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡 = 2, and the total number of matched = 4. 

Part V: Somersault Process 

Figure 6 illustrated the somersault process through assign the level of losing team in Vector 𝑥𝑖𝑗 =
 (𝑥𝑖1, 𝑥𝑖2, …  𝑥𝑖𝑃𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡) to c. Generate new sports matches by randomly of two teams in [1..d]. Counter of 
winner =1, Counter of losing =1, and a total number of teams played=2. After that execute somersault process 

the M4 and M7 are (bye) because the counter of monkey loser = 2, the total number of matched=5. Here, the 

number of matches is 5. If 5 <12 then execute from the beginning. Figure 7 illustrated the steps to be 

completed through M=4, Wt=0, Pt=4, and a=2. After M1 with M6 are the winner. The total number of 

matched =7. After that execute somersault process the M2 and M5 are (bye) because the counter of monkey 

loser = 2, the total number of matched = 9. Here, the number of matches is 9. If 9 <12 then <12 then execute 

from the beginning. Also, Figure 8 illustrated the steps to be completed through M=2, Wt=0, Pt=2, and a=1. 

After M1 is the winner the total number of matched=10. While Figure 9 illustrated the steps after that execute 

somersault process then M6 is (bye) because the counter of monkey loser = 2, the total number of matched 
=11 this can be illustrated by Figure 10. Here, the number of matches is 11. If 11 <12 then <12 then execute 

from the beginning. To continue we note that Figure 11 showed that M=2, Wt=0, Pt=2, and a=1. After that 

execute the somersault process then M3 is (bye) because the counter of monkey loser = 2, the total number of 

matched=12 this can be illustrated by Figure 11. Finally, the number of matched NC=12 then stop the 

algorithm, and the winning Monkey or winning team is M1.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Flowchart of hybrid proposed monkey search algorithm for organizing sports matches  
Figure 1.Flowchart of Hybrid Proposed Monkey Search Algorithm for Organizing Sports  Matches. 
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Figure 3. The population 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Illustrated the climbing process by 𝑎 = 6, 𝑀2 

with 𝑀3 will be played, 𝑀4 with 𝑀5 will be played, 𝑀6 

with 𝑀7 will be played while 𝑀1 is waiting 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Illustrated the climbing process 

through 𝑊𝑡 = 1, 𝑃𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡 = 2, and the total 

number of matched = 4 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. illustrated the somersault process through assign 
the level of losing team 

 
 

Figure 7. illustrated the steps to be completed 

 
population 

Seq. X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 

1 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 

2 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M7 M6 

3 M1 M2 M3 M4 M6 M5 M7 

4 M1 M2 M3 M4 M6 M7 M5 

5 M1 M2 M3 M5 M4 M6 M7 

6 M1 M2 M3 M5 M4 M7 M6 

7 M1 M2 M3 M5 M6 M4 M7 

8 M1 M2 M3 M5 M6 M7 M4 

9 M1 M2 M3 M5 M7 M4 M6 

 :  :  :  :  :  :  :  : 

: ; ; ; ; ; ; ; 

:  :  :  :  :  :  :  : 

5040 M7 M6 M5 M4 M3 M2 M1 

Figure 2.The  Population 

 
Figure 5 
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Figure 8. illustrated the steps to be completed through 

M=2, Wt=0, Pt=2, and a=1 

 
 

 
 

Figure 9. illustrated the steps after that execute 

somersault process 

 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Illustrated total number of matched=11 

 
 

Figure 11. Illustrated M3 is (bye) because the 

counter of monkey loser = 2, the total number 

of matched=12 

 

 

The best Monkey search algorithm for some algorithms for easy implementation of its steps. The 

variables of the Monkey search algorithm are easily applied to any problem to be solved, while other 

algorithms have many complications. We chose an algorithm for the monkey to search and climb trees or 

mountains similar to the issue of sports matches, including the position of the team and calculating whether 

or not it won. In our research, we chose the monkey search algorithm and its ease in the matter of sports 
matches compared to the classic lengthy manual methods. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8 
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5. CONCLUSION  

This research tackled organizing sports matches with an optimization algorithm to schedule a 

double-elimination tournament via a proposed hybrid Monkey search algorithm and preparing schedules 

for sports teams through a hybrid monkey search algorithm. The input data for the proposed algorithm is a 

set of teams represented by monkeys. The algorithm states that the natural behavior of monkeys and its 

climbing to obtain (solution) through uphill (climbing), watch-jumping, and somersault process. The 

parameters in the climbing process were represented by whether or not the sports team won. The 

distribution of the teams, whether in the upper or the lower half, was represented in the watch-jumping 
process by mathematical equations, in addition to representing the variables in the process of somersault. 

The consequences behind the suggested procedure have tackled several steps to reach an optimal schedule 

for a variety of teams for the same championship by software that is created to simulate the monkey hybrid 

algorithm to obtain the solution for easy. The performance of the presented algorithm was very well 

through providing a flexible and easy organization of sports matches without using classic or manual 

routine. Furthermore, the search space has been reduced so that can give a guarantee to achieve a globally 

optimum solution. It can be said that through this research we conclude obtaining solutions for scheduling 

sports matches using artificial intelligence algorithms according to software that simulates the problem and 

dispensing with the use of boring manual methods. The proposed algorithm is most useful when the 

number of teams is too large, in this case, the classical methods are not used for scheduling the teams. In 

this algorithm, the teams are played until all but one team has been eliminated, this team is the winner. 
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